Abstract-Data sparsity and cold-start problems are prevalent in recommender systems. To address such problems, both the observable explicit social information (e.g., user-user trust connections) and the inferable implicit correlations (e.g., implicit neighbors computed by similarity measurement) have been introduced to complement user-item ratings data for improving the performances of traditional model-based recommendation algorithms such as matrix factorization. Although effective, (1) the utilization of the explicit user-user social relationships suffers from the weakness of unavailability in real systems such as Netflix or the issue of sparse observable content like 0.03% trust density in Epinions, thus there is no or little explicit social information that can be employed to improve baseline model in real applications; (2) the current similarity measurement approaches focus on inferring implicit correlations between a user (item) and their direct neighbors or top-k similar neighbors based on user-item ratings bipartite network, so that they fail to comprehensively unfold the indirect potential relationships among users and items. To solve these issues regarding both explicit/implicit social recommendation algorithms, we design a joint model of matrix factorization and implicit walk integrative learning, i.e., ImWalkMF, which only uses explicit ratings information yet models both direct rating feedbacks and multiple direct/indirect implicit correlations among users and items from a random walk perspective. We further propose a combined strategy for training two independent components in the proposed model based on sampling. The experimental results on two real-world sparse datasets demonstrate that ImWalkMF outperforms the traditional regularized/probabilistic matrix factorization models as well as other competitive baselines that utilize explicit/implicit social information.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems have become an indispensable technique for filtering and recommending information or items to personalize to users' preferences or needs, such as product recommendation at Amazon and movie recommendation at Netflix or music recommendation at Pandora or even disease prediction systems [1] . Various approaches [2] - [8] based on matrix factorization (MF) have been proposed to solve the problem of ratings prediction and make recommendations by only using user-item ratings information. To improve the recommendation performance, recent works [9] - [16] employ the observable explicit social relationships (e.g., trust links among online users) to enhance MF framework and build social recommender systems. Besides, implicit correlations information (e.g., top-k similar neighbors) induced by similarity measurement based approaches [17] , [18] is utilized to improve MF and build the so-called implicit social recommender systems.
Social recommender systems make usage of the trustable social relationships among users to address the sparsity issue of ratings data, and thus improve the user preference prediction by considering not only a users' rating behavior, but also the tastes of a user's trustable social neighbors. For example, in [12] , a user social regularization term is integrated into the objective function of MF to help shape the users' latent space. However, the utilization of the explicit user-user social connections suffers from two main weaknesses: (a) there is no available indication about reliable social relationship in most real-life systems such as Netflix or Ebay or (even there is) the explicit relationship indication is usually very sparse (e.g., the trust density in Epinions is 0.03%), thus most of the social recommendation algorithms can not be applied to real systems; (b) an active user can be socially connected with others who have different taste/preference [18] so that social relationship fails to encode the comprehensive correlation between the diverse tastes of two users toward different kinds of items. As for the implicit social recommender systems, they infer and incorporate implicit correlations information into MF based on the explicit rating feedbacks. For instance, in [18] , an implicit network embedding method CUNE is proposed to compute similarities among users and generate top-k similar neighbors of each user and further incorporate them into MF. Although enhancing MF with inferred correlations, current implicit social recommendation approaches have two main limitations: (a) the rating-based similarity measurements (e.g., Pearson correlation coefficient) are easy to find direct neighbors yet provide no correlation information for non-neighboring nodes on user-item ratings bipartite network; (b) the methods (e.g., CUNE) generating top-k implicit neighbors ignore correlations between a user and their non-top-k neighbors which may still contain some potential useful information, so that they fail to explore implicit information comprehensively.
To resolve the above issues regarding both explicit and implicit social recommender systems, we propose to extract multiple implicit and reliable correlations among users and items by only using ratings information. Specifically, we manage users' positive feedbacks (relatively large ratings) on items as a user-item implicit bipartite network (U-I-Net) and utilize random walk sampling on U-I-Net to generate a set of node sequences. Each random walk sequence implies multiple direct/indirect correlations among users and items within the walk. Next, we design a joint model ImWalkMF of MF and implicit walk integrative learning (IWIL) based on the collected random walk set. The MF component of ImWalkMF formalizes users' direct rating feedbacks on items by using standard square loss. Besides, the IWIL component of ImWalkMF formalizes multiple direct/indirect correlations among users and items from both user and item levels by introducing a user-user (item-item) pull loss function and a user-item (item-user) push loss function. Thus ImWalkMF comprehensively models both direct rating feedbacks and useful implicit information. In order to solve the challenge of training ImWalkMF made of two independent components using different data samples, we propose a combined strategy based on sampling to train the joint model and optimize the latent factors of users and items. Further evaluated experiments verify the effectiveness of ImWalkMF in recommendation. In summary, our main contributions are as follows:
• We innovatively introduce random walk sampling to collect a set of node sequences based on user-item implicit bipartite network that implies multiple implicit and reliable correlations. Unlike previous work that focus on computing similarities and inferring limited implicit relationship among users (items), it captures comprehensive information to complement user-item ratings data.
• Based on the set of random walk sequences, we propose a joint recommendation model ImWalkMF for modeling both rating feedbacks and multiple implicit correlations among users and items, and further design a combined strategy for training ImWalkMF based on sampling.
• We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of ImWalkMF. The results show that ImWalkMF largely improves the traditional regularized/probabilistic matrix factorization models, and outperforms the competitive baselines that utilize explicit/implicit social information. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the background and related work of this paper. Section III describes the proposed method and algorithm. The results from extensive experiments are presented in Section IV, followed by the conclusion in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we briefly review the background and related work including recommender systems, metric learning and random walk sampling on networks.
A. Matrix Factorization for Collaborative Filtering
Traditional collaborative filtering (CF) techniques [19] , [20] focus on computing rating-based similarities (e.g., cosine similarity) among users (items) and find the most similar neighbors to the query user (item). Over the past decade, the matrix factorization (MF) [2] , [4] , [6] , [8] has perhaps become the most popular CF approach due to its superior performance. The ratings of m users on n items are denoted by an m × n matrix r. MF tends to approximate r by a multiplication of drank user and item latent factor vectors, i.e. r ≈ z T q, where z ∈ R d×m and q ∈ R d×n with d min (m, n) . Thus the rating of user u i on item v j can be predicted by the inner product of the specific user latent factor z i (i-th column vector of z) and item latent factor q j (j-th column vector of q), i.e.r ij = z i T q j . The formulation leads to the optimization problem that minimizes the square loss on the set of known ratings:
whereR is the set of known ratings, i.e., training data, and λ is the regularization parameter for controlling model complexity to avoid over-fitting. Gradient based approaches can be applied to model training since the objective function is derivable. Besides ratings prediction, MF has been proved to be effective in top-N recommendations [21] - [24] .
B. Social Recommendation Systems
Recently, due the prevalence of Web 2.0 based social networks, the research of social recommender systems has attracted a lot of attention. Many novel social recommendation algorithms [9] - [13] , [15] based on MF have been proposed to improve the recommendation performance. For example, one popular model SoReg [12] incorporates a social regularization into MF and is formally defined as:
where F (i) denotes the set of social neighbors of user u i , parameter α controls the extent of social constraint, and sim(i, k) represents the precomputed similarity score between u i and their friend u k . The extra regularization term tends to reduce the distance between the latent factors of each user and their social neighbors, which helps shape the latent space of users and improve the recommendation performance. More importantly, the framework can be easily modified or extended by other indirect implicit information. For example, the explicit social constraint can be replaced by implicit correlations generated by predefined similarity measurement [17] or network embedding technique [18] when the explicit social connections are not available. In addition, item based constraints can be introduced to further enhance the model if category or tags information [25] is available.
C. Metric Learning for k-Nearest Neighbors Classification
Metric learning algorithms [26] - [29] generate a distance metric that captures the important relationship among data and have been widely applied to many applications such as the nearest neighbors classification or document retrieval. One of the most well known metric learning models for k-nearest neighbors classification is the large margin nearest neighbor (LMNN) [27] , which tends to learn a metric that minimizes the number of differently labeled impostors of the given input data point. Specifically, LMNN defines two loss functions, i.e., pull loss and push loss, and combines them to generate the complete loss function. The pull loss of the given input i is formulated as:
where d(·) is the distance metric between two input data points and j i denotes that j is i's target neighbor. Besides, the push loss of the given input i is defined as:
where y ik = 1 if two data points i and k belong to the same class, otherwise y ik = 0, and
is the standard hinge loss. Besides the nearest neighbors classification, the idea of LMNN has been adopted in question answering systems [30] , [31] , recommender systems [32] , author identification [33] , etc.
D. Random Walk Based Information Integration
The random walk based approaches were originally used in network sampling [34] - [36] and influential nodes identification [37] - [39] . In recent years, the random walk method has been applied to network embedding [40] , [41] , question answering system [30] , [31] , etc. due to its effectiveness in integrating multiple correlations information in networks. Generally, a random walk rooted at a specific node is a stochastic process with a sequence of random variables, such that each variable is a node chosen randomly from the neighbors of its predecessor. In analogy with a sentence in corpus, the random walk node sequences could be further fed to Word2Vec model [42] for embedding learning. Besides, the homogeneous random walk sequence can be easily extended in heterogeneous context and be applied to other applications such as question retrieval (contains user, question, answer nodes) in question answering system or author identification (contains author, paper, venue, keyword nodes) in academic search service.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we present the ImWalkMF method that contains three consecutive steps: 1) constructing user-item implicit bipartite network; 2) generating user-item random walk sequences; and 3) designing the joint model of matrix factorization and implicit walk integrative learning. Figure 1 gives an illustration of the whole process, which we detail below.
A. User-Item Implicit Bipartite Network Construction
At the first step of ImWalkMF, we extract user-item implicit feedbacks by using the available ratings information. The useritem online ratings are usually represented by an m × n rating matrix r where r ij denotes that user u i ever gave rating r ij to item v j . The value of r ij denotes the extent of u i 's preference on v j and a relatively large score means a positive indication. Similar to the concept of implicit feedbacks [43] used in previous work, we utilize a user-item implicit bipartite network (U-I-Net) where connections only exist between u i and v j if and only if r ij ≥ σ (σ = 3 in this work when ratings are from 1 to 5), to denote the corresponding implicit information.
Step 1 of Figure 1 shows an example. We extract all positive feedbacks (in red color, r ij ≥ 3 in scale 5) from an 8×8 rating matrix and represent them by an 8-8 U-I-Net. The U-I-Net is unweighted since we regard each positive feedback as the same extent of implicit indication and it captures preference relations of each user with respect to different items.
B. User-Item Random Walk Sequences Generation
To conduct the second step of ImWalkMF, we perform random walk samplings over U-I-Net and collect a set of node sequences. Formally, given a root node c 0 , we simulate a random walk (with length L) w c0 = {c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , ..., c L−1 } via conducting alternation between users and items. Denote the i-th node in the walk as c i−1 and it is selected from the neighbors of its predecessor c i−2 using:
where Nb(y) is c i−2 's neighbor set in U-I-Net. Figure 1 ( step 2) gives an example: a walk
is generated by random walk in U-I-Net. The surrounding context of each node in w 1 implies multiple correlations among users and items within w 1 . Take
(window size equals to 3) centered at user 6 and item g as examples. The multiple correlations include:
• user-item direct correlation: user 6 shows preference on item e and g since 6 directly connects to e and g inŵ b .
• user-user indirect correlation: user 6 has similar taste with user 3 and user 4 inŵ b since both 6 and 3 rate item e positively, both 6 and 4 rate item g positively.
• user-item indirect correlation: user 6 has indirect preference on item b and item c inŵ b since user 3 and user 4 have direct correlations with b and c respectively, and 3 and 4 have indirect correlations with 6.
• item-user direct correlation: item g receives positive feedback from both user 6 and user 4 since g directly connects to 6 and 4 inŵ 3 .
• item-item indirect correlation: item g has similar attribute
with item e and item c inŵ 3 since both g and e are rated by user 6 positively, both g and c are rated by user 4 positively.
• item-user indirect correlation: item g receives indirect preference from user 3 and user 2 inŵ 3 since item e and item c have direct correlations with 3 and 2 respectively, and e and c have indirect correlations with g. According to the above discussion, we can find that each random walk contains both direct correlations between neighboring nodes and transitive correlations among nonneighboring nodes. In addition, the correlations exist not only between two nodes of the same type but also two nodes of different types, which makes the extracted information comprehensive. Moreover, the co-occurrence frequencies of any two nodes in the same walks reflect their correlations if we generate plenty of walks rooted at each node. In the next subsection, we design a joint model to formalize these implicit correlations as well as the explicit ratings information.
C. Joint Model of Matrix Factorization and Implicit Walk Integrative Learning
The previous two steps generate a set of random walk sequences that capture multiple reliable correlations among users and items. As the last and the core step of ImWalkMF, we design a joint model to formalize these correlations in this section. The high level idea of ImWalkMF model is as follows: we use matrix factorization (MF) to model the observable user-item ratings. In addition, we introduce an implicit walk integrative learning (IWIL) component to model multiple direct/indirect correlations among users and items by following two assumptions: (1) the distance of latent factors between indirect correlated neighbors (i.e. user-user pair and item-item pair) should be as small as possible since they share similar preferences or attributes; and (2) the preference score of direct/indirect correlated user-item (item-user) pair should be larger than the corresponding value of negative user-item (item-user) pair since users are likely to choose correlated items than negative items. Next, we formulate the IWIL in details.
1) User-Level Integrative Learning: Denote the set of user and the set of item as U and V , respectively. As discussed in Section II, user u i and item v j are represented by a user latent factor vector z i ∈ R d×1 and an item latent factor vector q j ∈ R d×1 , respectively. Inspired by SoReg [12] , we measure the distance between user u i and user u i by:
The above equation obeys assumption (1), namely a user should be closer to neighbors who have similar preference than the others. Thus we define a user-level pull loss in each random walk w as:
where τ is the window size of u h(t) 's surrounding context w[t − τ : t + τ ], and h(·) maps the position of surrounding context to the node index. Thus constraining L u pull keeps useruser indirect correlations. In addition, inspired by the metric learning work [27] , we introduce the hinge loss to capture the difference of u i 's preference scores on an indirect correlated item v k and a negative item v k (rating is smaller than the threshold σ in implicit feedbacks extraction):
where {x} + = max(x, 0) and ξ is a positive margin value. The hinge loss obeys assumption (2) and a loss penalty will incur if the preference score (quantified by the multiplication of two related latent factor vectors) of positive pair (u i , v k ) is not at least ξ larger than the corresponding value (explicit rating) of negative pair (u i , v k ). Denote the set of negative items which receive negative indications from u i as N (u i ) and a user-level push loss in each random walk w is formally defined as:
Thus constraining L u push is to capture user-item direct/indirect correlations.
2) Item-Level Integrative Learning: Similar to user-level integrative learning, the item-level pull loss is formally defined as:
Similarly, constraining L v pull keeps item-item indirect correlations. Besides, denote the set of users who give negative feedbacks to v j as N (v j ) and the item-level push loss is formulated as:
In the same way, the loss penalty of L v push captures item-user direct/indirect correlations.
3) The Joint Objective: Denote the set of all random walk sequences as C, the joint objective function is defined as a combination of the MF and the IWIL in C:
where L reg is the regularization term for avoiding over-fitting. 
whereR is the set of observable ratings and λ is the regularization parameter. To minimize the joint objective function, we utilize the stochastic gradient descent to update model parameters. The main challenge is: we have two different components MF and IWIL that learn from two different data sources. To resolve this issue, we design a combined strategy based on sampling to learn from random walk sequences. Specifically, for each node (user/item) in a walk, it first draws samples from ratings data and updates parameters of the MF component. Then it collects correlated neighbors sets of this node and draws pair/triple samples for each loss function of IWIL component and further updates the corresponding parameters. In order to reduce the training epochs and sampling overhead, each component will be trained on a mini-batch of data samples instead of on a single sample. The detail of learning algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
D. Model Inference
The stochastic gradient descent is applied to update model parameters for both MF and IWIL components in the joint objective function, i.e., Eq. (8). The update rules for different training samples are:
• For rating sample r ij ∈R, the gradients of z i and q j are calculated as follows:
• For user-user pair sample (a, a ) ∈ C uu , the gradients of z a and z a are calculated as follows:
• For user-item-item triple sample (l, k, k ) ∈ C uvv , the gradients of z l and q k are formulated as follows:
where δ(x) is an indicator function, which equals to 1 if and only if x is larger than 0 otherwise equals to 0.
• For item-item pair sample (b, b ) ∈ C vv , the gradients of q b and q b are calculated as follows:
• For item-user-user triple sample (g, h, h ) ∈ C vuu , the gradients of z h and q g are formulated as follows:
With the above gradient formulas, we repeat the process of Algorithm 1 to train the model until the parameter updates meet the convergence criterion.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performances of our model as well as the baselines. 
A. Experimental Design 1) Datasets:
We use two real-world datasets CiaoDVD and Epinions. Both of them contain sparse rating feedbacks and sparse social trusts information. The trust connection is unweighted and each trust value equals to 1. Note that the proposed ImWalkMF uses only the rating feedbacks, not the social trusts information that will be considered in other baseline methods for comparison. The main statistics of the datasets are summarized in Table I .
2) Evaluation Metric: We use two most popular metrics, i.e., the mean absolute error (MAE) and the root mean square error (RMSE), to evaluate the recommendation accuracy of each method. MAE is defined as:
where r ij is the rating user u i gave to item v j in test data set R, and r ij represents the corresponding prediction score by a specific method. RMSE is defined as:
A smaller MAE or RMSE value means a better performance.
3) Baselines:
To validate the effectiveness of our method, we select seven competitive comparison methods. The proposed ImWalkMF is under the framework of matrix factorization. Thus most of the baselines are based on matrix factorization for the fair comparison. The baselines include:
• RMF [6] : this is the matrix factorization approach with L2 regularization on latent factors.
• PMF [8] : this is the probabilistic matrix factorization algorithm which models latent factors of users and items via Gaussian distributions.
• SocReg [12] : this model incorporates the explicit social connections among users into matrix factorization as a regularization constraint.
• SocRec [9] : this is the social recommendation approach which models user preference by considering not only user's rating behavior, but also user's social connections, based on the probabilistic matrix factorization.
• ISMF [17] : this is the implicit social recommendation algorithm which extends the matrix factorization with implicit correlations computed by the predefined rating based similarity function, e.g., Pearson correlation coefficient.
• GPLSA [44] : this method utilizes the Gaussian probabilistic latent semantic analysis to model the users' preferences on different items.
• CUNEMF [18] : this model extends the matrix factorization with implicit constraint generated by random walk based network embedding technique.
4) Experimental Settings:
We randomly select 60% or 80% of the dataset as a training set to train the model, and further predict the remaining 40% or 20% of the dataset. To achieve a fair comparison, we use grid search to find the best values for the dimension of latent factor vector from {5, 10, 15, 20}, and the regularization parameter from {0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001} for each evaluated method. The latent factor vector dimension d of RMF, PMF, SocReg, SocRec, ISMF and CUNEMF is set as 20, 20, 10, 20, 20, 20 , respectively. Besides, the regularization parameter λ of these six models equals to 0.1, 0.001, 0.1, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, respectively. For GPLSA, we similarly use grid search to find the best value for the number of topic from {5, 10, 15, 20} and set the value to 10. For ImWalkMF, σ = 3 (in scale 5) is used to construct user-item implicit bipartite network, then we select L = 40, T = 10 to generate the set of random walk sequences. In model training, we set d = 15, λ = 0.001, ξ = 1.0 for both datasets, and τ = 6, 4 for CiaoDVD and Epinions, respectively. Due to the sparsity of datasets, we use global average rating (mean value of all ratings in training data) to predict the test instances whose user or item never appears in training process. Furthermore, we set up two categories of test data: category A contains all test samples, and category B contains all test instances whose user and item appear in model training.
B. Result Comparison
The performances of our method and the baselines on all kinds of settings are reported in Table II , where the best performances are shown by bold text. In addition, the last row of each dataset reports the average prediction accuracy of each method. The main takeaways from the result table are summarized as follows:
• All models perform better on CiaoDVD dataset than on Epinions dataset. It is mainly because Epinions has sparser rating density than CiaoDVD, i.e. 0.012% v.s. 0.026%. In addition, SocReg and SocRec, ISMF and CUNEMF have better performances than RMF, which indicates the positive influence of incorporating the explicit social relationship or implicit correlations into MF.
• The proposed ImWalkMF has the best performance. It is much better than RMF and PMF, with 5.6% and 10.8% average improvements, respectively. In addition, ImWalkMF reduces 4.6% and 4.7% prediction errors of explicit social recommendation algorithms SocReg and SocRec, respectively. Moreover, ImWalkMF outperforms the implicit social recommendation models ISMF and CUNEMF by on average 4.6% and 1.9% respectively, showing that the implicit random walk sequences capture informative and useful information and the joint model effectively incorporates the comprehensive correlations among users and items to further improve the recommendation accuracy. Although the improvements of ImWalkMF over some baselines are small, the small improvements in MAE or RMSE may lead to significant difference of recommendation in real applications [45] .
• Comparing with the best baseline, we find that the improvements of ImWalkMF on category B test data is larger than the corresponding value on category A test data. That is because test instances (whose user or item never appears in training process) predicted by global average rating reduce the overall prediction accuracy in category A, which further validates the effectiveness of model training of ImWalkMF. In the further analysis of next subsection, we choose category B as the primary test data. • UV
C. Analysis and Discussion

1) Performances of Variant Proposed
IW IL
MF : the proposed joint model of MF and IWIL from both user and item levels. The performances of three models of on category B test data of various settings are reported by Table III . As it can be seen from the table:
• U MF has close performance to RMF since it only relies on ratings based matrix factorization.
• U
IW IL MF
largely improves U MF 's performance. It verifies that random walk sequences capture multiple useful correlations among users and items, and the IWIL component is necessary for model learning.
• The joint model UV
outperforms U IW IL MF , especially for the prediction accuracy in terms of RMSE. It shows that the item-level correlations, especially for item-item indirected correlation, further enhance the model's ability in shaping latent spaces of users and items. Therefore, each component of the joint model helps improve the performance of recommendation.
2) Parameters Sensitivity: The hyper-parameters play important roles in ImWalkMF, as they determine how the model Figure 2 . According to the figure:
• With the increment of window size τ , MAE (RMSE) decreases at first since a larger window means more useful implicit correlations among users and items. But when τ goes beyond a certain value, MAE (RMSE) increases with the further increment of τ due to the possible involvement of non-correlated information. The best values of τ for CiaoDVD and Epinions are 6 and 4, respectively.
• Similar to τ , appropriate values should be set for latent factor vector dimension d and regularization parameter λ such that the best embeddings of users (items) are learned for making accurate recommendations. The optimal d and λ equal to 15 and 0.001, respectively.
• The margin ξ controls user's preference gap between positive correlated items and negative items. The larger ξ is, the less penalty of hinge loss for negative samples will be incurred. Thus the performance, especially for accuracy in RMSE, decreases with the increment of ξ and the value of ξ for optimal performance equals to 1.0.
Therefore, the certain setting of the hyper-parameters lead to the best performance of ImWalkMF.
3) Performances on Cold Start Users:
The cold start problem is prevalent in recommender systems, especially for new users or new items with limited available ratings. Thus it would be more difficult to learn preferences of cold start users than general users. In order to validate the effectiveness of ImWalkMF for improving the recommendation for cold start users, we evaluate the improvements of ImWalkMF over RMF (in terms of the reduction in MAE and RMSE) on different user groups. First we classify all users into 6 groups (i.e., 1∼5, 6∼10, 11∼15, 16∼20, 21∼25 and >25) based on the number of observable ratings they have in training data, and then measure the improvement in each group. The results evaluated on category B test data are reported in Figure 3 . It is easy to find that ImWalkMF consistently outperforms RMF in all user groups. More importantly, our method achieves relatively larger improvements in cold start user groups (the first few groups in the plots) as opposed to the other groups. It indicates that ImWalkMF well addresses the cold start problem. Besides, the reduction in MAE and RMSE of 60% training data is larger than that of 80% training data, which further verifies the strength of ImWalkMF in modeling cold start users' preferences since less training data means sparser available data and more cold start users. 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, in order to address the previous work's limitations in utilizing explicit/implicit social information to improve the matrix factorization recommendation technique, first we utilize random walk sampling on user-item implicit bipartite network to collect a set of node sequences which contain multiple directed/indirected correlations among users and items. Then we design a joint model of matrix factorization and implicit walk integrative learning, based on the random walk sequences. Finally we propose a sampling based combined strategy to train the joint model and learn the latent factors of users and items. The experimental results on the two real-world datasets show that our proposed method outperforms the traditional regularized/probabilistic matrix factorization models as well as the other baselines which employ explicit/implicit social information. Overall, our work provides new insights for capturing and modeling comprehensive implicit information in recommender system. At last, some potential future work includes: (1) extending the implicit walk integrative learning with more content like items' tags information; (2) designing heterogenous random walk based integrative learning framework for other applications like citation paper recommendation in academic search systems. 
